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COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AM) EXPERIMENT FOR WINGS AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS‘

By TV.u’m? G. hfcmm

slliMMARY

In this paper, a m“.ticalcompariwn i8 made between exper-

imental and tkretioal mwdih for the aerodynamic chcw-
dCfeI?”8tiC8OfIOhg8 at8UpWS07L2%fiight8peed8.A8 a pre[iti-

WWJ a btif,mwnatherndeat rewiew i8given of the Ixwi.c
izmvnptioneand generalfindings of supersonicwhg thewy

in two and threedhn.msione. l?ubli%heddata from ih.oo-di-
nwwiona-1pre88uw-di8tm”butionfe8i%are then ueed to ilJu8-
trate the eflecie of fluidwi8c08z”tyand to a88e88the acczmacy

of kk.eartheory ae oompared with the more em-d i%.eo7%J8

which are auzz”lidk in the two-dirnwwionai! cme. Finally,
an account ie pr-ented of am NACA 8tudy of the row-d

foroe characteri8tic8of i!h~ee-dkerun’& ukng8 at euper-

sti 8peed. I% th+%8i5?@/Jthe ~iftfpitchingimomen.ttand

drag ch4waciwi8tic8of 8everaZfam&%e8 of w&Lg8 of W*

plan farm and sectionwere mm.cured in the wind twme.1
and compared with wluee predicted by the i!hree-dimen.w”onai
hiwar theary. The T@on8 of agreement and di8agreernent
between experiment and theory are noted and di8cw88ed.

INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamics of wings at supersonic flight speeds is
currently the subject of much research and discussion. As a
result of many recent investigations, based on the earlier
-workof Prandtl, Aikeret, Busemann, and von IW-rm@ the
theory of the subject is well advanced, both as appIied to
airfoil sections in two-dimensional flow and to complete,
three-dimensiomd wings. Experimental lmowledge @ by
contrast, considerably kss extensive, particularly with regard
to the three-dimensiomd case. There are, however, sufficient
experimental data in hand to permit a reasonably systematic
comparison between theory and experiment. It is the pur-
pose of this paper to present such a comparison insofar as the
current availabfity of =perimental results -wiHallow.

THEORETICAL CONSIDEMTION-S

To provide background for those -rho are unacquainted
vvith the fundamentals of supersonic -W theory, it may be
useful to review brieily the assumptions and findings of work
in this field. (For a more complete discussion of the theory

and a biblio~maphy of pertinent references, the reader is re- ‘“
ferred to the Tenth Wright Brothers Lecture by ‘l%eodore
Ton K&miin, reference I.)

In the scktion of probIems in supersonic wing theory, the —
following amunptions are usually made concerning the flow
field which surrounds the wing:

(a) The fluid medium is continuous and homogeneous -.
(b) The fluid has the thermodynamic charactwktks of a

perfect gas with constant spedlc heats.
(c) Viscosity and thermal conductivity are vanishingly ‘-

small
(d) External forces (such as gravity) are negligible. ~

For flight at ordinary altitudes and air temperatures, the ~~
most drastic of these assumptions is that of vanishingly emaII ._
viscosity and thermal condwtivity. This assumption allows
the effects of fluid friction and heat transfer to be disregarded
except as they are necessary to explain the existe.rm of shock
waves and vortices -within the flow fieliL The assumption
thus retains the essential features of supersonic flow as it is
known to occur away from the immediate vicinity of the vving
surf ac~ It results, however, in the omission of the friction
dr~mand of any changes in pressure distribution wmeed by
growth or separation of the boundary layer.

On the basis of the foregoi@ assumptions, it is possible to
obtain eirplicit relations f or the sudden changes in flow which
occur across a shock via-re as well as a differential equation
for the gradud changes which take pIace in the regions
between such -ivav@. When expressed with the geometrical
coordinates as the independent variabks, the differential
equation governing the flow in the region between shock ._
waves is nonlinear. It is therefore diih.dt to apply rigor-. _
ously to most problems of practical interest.

Fortunately, in the special case of an tifofi section in a ‘-
t-m-dimensional supersonic streaq results can be obtained
with a ~oh degree of mathematical rigor despite the non-
Iinea.rityof the governing differential equatiom For reasons
of mathematical practicality, it has been usual to restrict
the solutions to instances in which the local vehcity in the
flo-ivfield is everywhere supemonic. This limits the solutions
to airfoils with a sharp leading edge and to anglm of attack
and free-stream Mach numbers such that the shock wave from
the leading e~”e is attached to the airfoii and the flow on

I Paper presented at the Second International Aeronmffcal Co~eren@% Imfftute of tie Aemnauti~ sc~en~ ~d me ROFaIAeronanffcaI Socfety, New YOrk
city, May 2427,1949.Supersedes NACA TN 2100, “Commrison Between Them md me~ent for mm at suPem~c sMew” by ‘waker G. Wnceutij 1950.
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the downstream side of the wave is supersonk (It has also
been customary to neglect the rotation of the fluid particles
which will exist aft of the kwding-eiigy wave in those 0s=” in
which the wava is curved, although this approximation is
not essential.) Within these re9trictio4s, section chara@r-
istics can be calculated to a high degree of pmision for sec-
tions of even appreciable thickness. The method of competi-
tion reduces in practice to a stepwieeapplication of the known
relations for the compression through a slmck wave and for.
the expansion around a convex corner. The procedure has

therefore been termed the “shock-expansion” method (see,
for example, reference 2). For rapid calculations,. more
restrictedmethods, such as Ackeret’s linear theory (references
8 and 4) and Busemann’s eecondadm. theory (references
5, 6, and 7), can be obtained by means of series approxima-
tion to the comqdete equations for the shock wave and the
expansion.

In the more practical case of a complete, three-dimensional
wing, the general mathematical probkxn is forbiddingly
complex, and it is necessary to simplify the nonlinear dif-
ferential equation at the outset in order to obtain a solutim
To accomplish this, it is assumed that the local valocity at
all points in thOflow field differs only iiightly in magnitude
and direction from the velocity of the undisturbed stream.
This impli~ in effec~ that the thickness, camber, and angle
of attack of the wing are small. With this approximation,
the complete, nonlinear differential equation reduces,
through the omission of terms of ,Mgher than the first order
in the flow disturbance+ to a linear equation which can be
solved by established mathematical methods. On the basis
of this equation, an extensive body of theory has been for-
mukded covering a wide range of practical wings. For the
present it will sufficeto mention certain,general concepts and
resuh%of this theory. Examplm of specific cahm.lationswill
be presented in the course of the later discussion.

A fundamental result of the linear theory, well known by
now, is the concept of the Mach cone. According to this con-
cept, the effect of a given disturbance iu a tiform super-
sonic stream is fe]t only within the interior of a circular cone
with vertex located at the point of the disturbance and axis
extending dovmstream paraIlel to the origin@ flow. The
geometry of the.cone is determined by the requirement that
the component of free-stream velocity normal to the surface
of the cone is equal to the speed of sound in the undisturbed
stream. It follows that the semivertex angle of the cone is a
function of the free-stream Maoh number only. These con-
siderations apply not only to the effecte of an isolated dis-
turbance but to the region of influenceuf each disturbance in
a distributed system as well.

The concept of the Mach cone has immediate implications
with regard to tha aerodynamic problwns of three-dimen-
sional wings. This is illuetrated in figure 1, which shows
certain features of the flow over threa flat liftingsurfacw-gf
representative plan form. In the C= of the rer%angrdar-
plan form A, for example, it follows f.rgm the con&pt of thb
Mach cone that, to a first approximation, the effeots of the
finite span are coniined to the regions of the wing lyigg within
the cone from the leadi~~ edge of each tip. The flow over
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the remainder of the wing (shown shaded) is identical with
the two-dimensional flow over a wing of infiuite span. On
the moderately swept plan form B, the flow over the slmiled
regions is, by the same reasoning, unaffected by the prcsenc~

of either the tips or root of the wing. Witilin tll~ r@ons
he flow can be treated as essentially two-dimensional by
waluattig the velocity and the deflection rmgle in the direc-
tion normal to the leading edge. OH the highly swept plan
form C, all of the wing is within the fields of influence of the
root and tips, and no regions of purely two-dimensional flow
we to be expected.

Carrying these considerations a step farther, -wemay also
3xamine the effect which f.he relationsh~p between the’ plan
form and. the Mach cones has upon the C.horilwisclift die-
tibution for the three wings. On both winga A and B, whmw
he Ieading edge lies ahead of the Mach cones from the
torners of the plan form, the Mach number of the component
of free-stream velocity normal to the leading edge is greater
than cm. For reasons just examined, the lift distribution at
tie spanwiee stationBfor which it is shown will be the same
w the distribution over rLflat lifting surfwe in a two-dimcn-
3iona1supersonic stream. Characteristic ferdmes of this dis-
tribution are that .tkeintensity of lift at the ledhqg edgo is
bite Wd has zero gradient in the c~lordwi:e direction. 011
pkm form C, where the haling edge is s-weptbehind the bfacl~
:one, the Mach number of the flow component nomal to t.ho
[eading edge is lees than one. It develops from the theory
that in this case the lift distribution near tlie edge resembles
the theoretical distribution predicted by linear theory for a
Hatlifting surface in a purely subsonic flow-that is, the lift
intensity tends to an infinite value at the leading edge and
drops off rapidly along the chord toward the trailing edge.

The foregoing differences in lift distribution provide one
3xamp1eof a general principle, the significance of which WX+

bst noted by R, T. Jones (reference 8). ‘l?hie principle;
which arises throughout the study of wings by the linmr
theory, can be stated ss follows: When the component of
free-stmiamvelocity normal to a wing element (i. e., lead-
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ing edge, ridge Iine, or trailing edge) iS greater than the
speed of soun~ the theoretic.d flow in the vicinity of the
ekment has tha essential character of the two-dimensional
supwscmic flow about an element of the same geometric
type; similarly, when the veloci~ component normal to the
element is less than the speed of soun~ the theoretical local
flow resembles that which prevails m tie two-dimensional
subsonic case. Because of the utility of this general result,
it has become customary to describe the wing elements them-
sdves as either “aupemonic” or “subsonic?’ To determine
which category ameIement occupies, it is obviousIy sutlic.ien~
as in figure 1, to note whether it is swept ahead of or b&incI
the Mach cone. It is apparent that a wing ekrmmt may
change from one classifkation to the other as its orientation
relative to the Mach cone is change& This can be brought
about by variation in either the free-strewn Mach number
or the geometry of the wing.

b a result of the inherent difference in the flow about
supersonic and subsonic ekrnents, theoretical calculations f or
t.hree-dimensiomd wings indicate marked and interesting
changes in the fight characteristics with changes in Mach
number or wing geometry. By studying these effects, wing
shapes can be fetid which afford optimum aerodynamic
characteristics for a given flight conditiom The results of
such studies, indee~ protide a valuable guidance to the air-
craft designer. Ii anticipation of the experimental results
to be presented later, however, a vrord of caution is in order
here. & exemp~ed in ti=gywe1, the differences in theoreti-
cal pressure distribution betvwen a supersonic and subsonic
element may be characterized by large diilerences in chord-
wiae pressure gradient. These differences may, m a real,
viscous medi~ give rise to corresponding differfmces in
boundary-layer flow and hence to aerodynamic effects -which
are beyond the scope of t-he inviecid theory. As a result,
the true variation of the -U characteristics with change in
Mach number or wing geometry may be considerably dif-
ferent from that predicted by the theory. The later experi-
mental resuh with regard to the drag of triangular -wings
supply an excellent Sample of such an tiect.

In anticipation of the expertiental data, it should also be
pointed out that the concepts and results of the linear theory,
based as they are upon the assumption of small disturbances,
constitute only a first-order approximation to the truth even
for the supposedly inviscid gas. When disturbances of
appreciable magnitude are considere~ the previous concept
of a Mach cone traversing the entire flo-ivfield is no longer
tenable. On the contrary, a given disturbance in a super-
sonic stream is then confined? not to the interior of a cone,
but to the interior of some more complex surface whose shape
and position depend upon the magnitude of the disturbance
as vieIl as upon other conditions in the general flow field, It
follows that the region9 of influence of a-wing tip or wing
root are not strictly as shown in figure 1, and the previous
distinction between a supersonic ad subonic element can-
not be applied without qualification. The ideas of the Iinear
theory with regard to pressure propagatio~ therefore,
should not be taken literally nor should deductions based
upon them be accepted without reservation.

It is apparent from these brief theoretical consideratio~ _
that calculations by tie Iinear theory maybe expected to fall

——

short of the truth for two primary reasons. These are
(a) the omission from the theory of all viscous phenomena,

and
(b) the theoretical assumption that the flow disturbances

am SmalI.
—

The importance of these approximations cannot be awssed.
at present tim purely theoretical lmowleQe. Some in- _
sight is provided, however, by the av@lable experimental
results.

PRESSTJEE-DKI’RI13UTION LiEAS ImEMENm INmo ‘-
DIMENS1ONS

lt is desirable to begin the comparison bet-m-entheory and
experiment by examh@ some typical pressure-dktribution “
results for on airfoiI section in a tvm-dimensiomd supersonic
stream. Because of the availability in the txvo-dimensional
cam of theories of greater accuraq than the linear theory,
it is possible here to distinguish between the effects of vis-
cusity ud the e.ilsds of the terms neglected through the as-
sumption of sma.Udisturbances.

Atypical two-dimensional pressure distribution is given in
@ure 2, which shows the calculated and measured results for
a 10-percent-thic~ symmet.ricaJ,biconvex section at a Mach
number of 2.13 and an angle of attack of 10”. The local
pressure coticient is plotted as a function of the chordwise
position on the airfoil, positive Yahms being plotted below
the horizontal axis and negative values above. The thee- .
reticaI pressure distributions given by the linear and shock-

—– —Lin& fheory’
—- —Simck-~nsion fh&ocv

o Experiment (Fern”)

.4L“ “’’’”k ‘J---LMo=a3 d=+iOe

-- I

,% Chord
~IQUBJ2.—Preesure dk?tribniion for sgmmetrhel biconvex section.
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expansion theories are shown by curves as noted. The indi-
vidual circles indicate experimental points obtained from
the redts of Ferri (reference 9).

The data of figure 2 show that considerable mcuracy is
gaiped by going from the linear to .t.~leshock-expansion
theory. Over most of the airfoil section, the linear theory
predicts the correct sense for the pressure gradient, but the
quantitative agreement between the curve given by this
theory and the experimental points is poor compared with
the excellent check given by the shock-expansion method.
0v6r the rear 40 percent of the upper surfacf+ neither of the
theories figrees with the trend exhibited by experiment.

The discrepiincy between the theoretical pressure distribu-
tions calculated by the linear and shock-expansion theories is
of importance primarily for its effec~ upon the chordwfie
clistiibution of lift. Examiliation of figure 2 re-realsthat the
total lift of the section, as approximated by the area between
th~ curves for the upper and lower surfaces, is given almost
identically by the two theories. This illustrates the fact that
in the two-dimensional case the higher-order terms neglected
in the linear theory have little effect upon the ovei-all lift of
d~esection. They do, however, serve to concentrate the lift
farther forward on the chord than the linear theory would
prectict. This effect is essentially a consequenceof the airfoil
thickness and diminishes M the thickness is reduced.

Tl~e faihme of even the shock-expansion theory to predict
the pressure variation over the rear part of the upper surface
is due to shock-wave, boundary-layer interaction (ref erence
0). Inmt+ idealized, inviscid fluid, the two-dimensional flow
over a M@ airfoil at supersonic speeds is characterized by
an oblique compression -waveoriginating on the upper sur-
Iace at the trailing edge. In the real, viscous fluid, this flow
]~attcrn is modified by an interaction between the oblique
wuve ancl the viscous bounclary layer on the airfoil surface.
The boundary layer separmteefrom the upper surface some
distance forward of the trailing edge, with the formation of
a weak compression wave at the separation point and a con-
sequentincrease in pressure between this point and the trail-
il)g edge. There is, as a result, a noticeable loss of. lif t over
the mm of the airfoil.

The foregoing results, of course, imply certain deviations
of the true aerodynamic cosilicientsfrom the curves predicted
by the linear theory. For the reasons outline~ the higher-
order pressure effects neglected in the linea~ theory have
little influence upon the lift-curve slope, altl-!ough they do
result in a relatively forward shift of the center of pressure
(or aerodynamic center). The interaction betw~enthe trail-
ing shock wave and the viscous bcmndary layer acts both to
decrease the lift-curve slope slightly and to displace the
center of -pressurestill. farther forward. Viscous friction,
the effects of vrhich are not visible in the pressure distribu-
tion, tends to increase the true drag relative to the calculated
value, though this tendency is opposed here by the unpre-
dicted increase in pressurenear the trailing edge as the result
of the shock-wave, boundnry-layer interaction. All of these
effects are appment in the avnilable force-test dfita for air--
foils in two-dimensional flow (references 9 and 10). As
will be seen, they are also observed in the results for three-

dimensional -wings,.at least for those cases in which the wing
elementsare predominantly supersonic.

FORCE TESTS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

The discussion to this point has been confi];ed to theoretical
considerations and to a comparison between theoretid nnd
experimental results for a typical airfoil” section in two-
dimensional flow. The remainder of the ptiper will be con-
cerned with a more genercd comparison Uet.weentheory and
experiment for complete, three-dimensional wings.

T@ results upon which this comptirison is lmeeclwere ob-
tained in 1946 as pnrt of an investigrdion of wing character-
istics conducted at the Ames Aerormut.icmlLaboratory of the-
NACA, The portion of the general investigation to be dis-
cussed here -was concerned with force tests at supersonic
speeds of” approximately 30 wing models chosen to cover a
wide range of geometric variabks and to include exmnples
with both supersonic and subsonic wing elements. The ex-
perimental work was performed in the Ames 1- by 3-fout
supersonic wind tunnel NTO.1, which is a continuous-flow,
cbsed-~eturn tunnel of approximately 1.0,000horsepower.i

The wing models were supported in the wind tunnel ou a
slender body of revolution mounted directly ahead of wthree-
component, strain-gage balance as shown in figure 3. For
the majority of the models, the airfoil section taken in the
strecamw& “directionwas R5-percent.-thick isosceles triangle,
that is, a triangle with maximum thickness of 5 percent. lo-
cated $t ‘tiidchord. This cambered section was chosen pri-
marily for easa of construction. The models were mado of
lmrdeqed, ground tool” steel with the leading and trailing
edges rn~intainecl sharp to less than a O.001-inch radin%
except for certnin tests in which the leading edge was pur-
posely rounded. The support body, which was the same fur
all modekij was kept m sn-u-dlns possible consistent wilh the
requirement that it could be used with n wido range of phtn
forms.

Becausti of the presence of the. suppcwt body, the experi-
mental results to be presented apply, strictly speaking, to
wing-body combinations rather thar,to the wings nloue. The
theoretical curies me, on the other lmnd, for simple, isolntwl
vvingsj A detailed examination of the interference prob..
lem indicates tha~ for the pm.%icularbody used here, Il]c
effects of the body are smnll insofar as the lift and pitching
moment are concerned. The influence on minimum drag
may, however, be considerable. The measured vahw.sof tho
minimum drag coefficient must therefore be regnrded M of “
primarily qualitntive significance in comparison with theory,

Because of limitations of time and space, it is obvious]y
impossible in a paper of this kind to discuss more than n
small poi~ion of the &sults obtiined in the investigntio]l.
The data presented will therefore be chosen primarily fur
their value in illustr~ting certain general ideas or typic.nl
conclusions. This approach will result in the omission of

. . .
s& with meet experimental inveatigntlons, many people contributed to the

tlnal resulte of the study. Particular credit is duei howerer, to Jack N Melmn.
Lfllton D. Van Dyke, end Fredertek H. Metteeon, ,who partiripatcd in the mWy.
sis of me results, to Robert T. Madden, Richard Schemer, nnd John A. Black-
burn, wgo conducted the mind-tunnel tests, andtoA1bert G. Oawald, who wnm
In charge of “thetid-tunneI instrumentation,
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many interesting items dear to the heart of the experi-
mentalist,’ but it is hoped that an adequate over-all picture
of the significant results fl emerge. h all of the fi=gyuas
prwented, the aerodynamic coe.tlicients-riII be referred to
the plan form area of the wing, including that portion of
the pk.n form enclosed by the support body. All of the
results are for a free-stream Mhch number of 1.53 and a
test Reynolds number. of 0.75 million based upon the mean
geometric chord of the wing. Unless stated otherwise, it
may be assumed that the resuItsviere obtained using models
with the cambered, isosceles-trimgle section pretiousl~
ckscribed.

h the discussion of tha results, it is con~enient to con-
sider lirst the lift and pitching moment, since these charac-

213637—S349

teristics depemd primari~y upon the distribution of nornd
pressure over thq surface of the -wing. The consideration
of drag, which depends upon the frictional forces as well, ~
viiIl be deferred untd later.

.= ~ PI’r~HtNGN03=T

According to the Iinear theory, the lift and pitohing-
moment curves for any given -wing are each a straight Jine. ___
At a given Mach number, the slope of the Iine depends solely
upon the plan form of the wing and is independent of the
camber and thiclmes. The iutercept+that is? the angle of –
zero lift or the moment at zero lift-is a function of both the
camber and tie plan form, but is independent of the wing - ___
thickness. Only the slope of the curves @ be discussed
here, since this is the characteristic of greatest practicaI
importance.

~t-curve slop~-The natnre of the agreement between
theory and experiment tith regard to the lift-curve slope
for unswept wings is illustrated in flgu.re4. Here ii?cJtIa is ...

plotted as a function of aspect ratio for a series of ,four
wwept w~us having a common t~per ratio of 0.5. The
wing corresponding to each test point is indicated by a smaIl
&et@ which shows also the trace of the Mach cones from
the forwardmost point of the wing. On this and later fi.gures,
the variation predicted by the Iinear theory is shown. over
as wide a range as is practicable on the basis of existing
computational methods.

The agreement between theory and qeriment. in figure
4 is seento be excellent over the entire rrmge of aspect ratios.
The exact coincidence for aspect ratios from 2 to 6 is, in fact,
too good to be absolutely true. It appears Ekely that the
secondary effects of viscosity and support-body interference,
which must certaioly be present in some clegreel &e com~
pletely compensating for baa wings. The decrease in Hft-
curve slope observed both experimentally and. theoretically
at the 10-waspect ratios is caused by a 10PSof lift within the
Mach cones which originate at the leading edge of the wing ._
tips. & the aspect ratio is reduced, a greater and greater
percentage of the plan form is included within these Jhch

Aspect ra+io, A

Fr13umI4.-HEectof amect ratto on Uft-cnrve slope.

.-
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cones, with a result.ing decrease in the lifting effectiveness
of the wing.

The effect of -wing sweep on the slope of the lift curve is
illustrated in figure 5. Here dCz/dci is shown as a function
of the sweep angle at the midchorcl line for a serk of seven
wings also of taper ratio 0.5. The unswept wing of this
series is identical -withthe aspect ratio 4 wing of the previous
figure. In the design of the swept wings, the aspect ratio
was made to decreaseas the cosine of the angle of sweep, since
wings of constant aspect ratio did not appear structurally
feasible. The sweep angles were chosen to provide repre-
sentative plan forms with both supersonic and subsonic lead-
ing and trailing edges. The wing of 48” siveepback was
dasigned to have its leading edge coin+dsgt with the Mach
C.onqwhich his a sweep angle of 49.2° at the test Mach numb-
er of 1.53. Since the sweep angle of tll~e wings is specified
at the midchord line, a given swept-forward wing can be
obtained from the corresponding swept-back wing by a
simple reversal of the direction of motion.

The agreement between theory and experiment in figure 5
is ahnost exact over the range of sweep anglq from 0° to 43°
.mveepforward, the forwardmost hmit of the theoretical
results. For all of the swept-back wings, the experimental
slopes fall consiste~tilybelow the theoretical values by from
$ to 10 percent. In both the s-wept-backand swephforwml
directiou, the experimental resultsexhibit a marked reduction
in G?(?L/daas the edges of the pIan form are swept increas-
ingly farther behind the Mach cone. This trend is predicted
by the theoretical curve in the swept-back case and would un-
doubtedly be confirmed for the swept-forward wings if comp-
lete theoretical resndtswere available~’ R is interesting to
note, incident.dy, that the 48° s-wept-backwing, which has its
leading edge coincident with, t&e Mach Congj shows go cle-
parture from the general trend of the experimental resul~.

~For the range of sweep nngIes from 48”to 60° aweapback, the shape of
the theoretical cur-ie le somewhat approximate, Strlctlg Epeakb.rg,small dis-
mnttnuitlee in the slope of the carve would be expected at approxlnratelg 48-
and 550where the Ieading edge and tralIfng edge of the pIan form coincide,
regpectlv-, with the Mach cone. No attempt was made to determine theee
dlecontinulttee, the theoretical curve being falred smoothly throagh the
avatlable 12S~CUhtd points.

I I I I I I
.lo~. \ 2 3 4 5 8
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Aspecf ru~ A
FIQuaB 6.—EEect of aspect ratio on moment-cnrve slope.

For the range of sweep angles betw-een *48”1 the tlmo-
retical curve of figure 5 is exactly symmetrical about the
~ertical axis. This means that, within this range, the theo-
retical lift-curve slope of a l]lan form of the mwsentseries is.
unchanged by a re-&sal of ~he clirection of motiom Simihr
result has been obtained by se~erzl authors for other, mor~
general cla~”esof wings (see, for example, references 11
and 12) j ‘“though ih6 limits of generality have not, tu h
writer’s knowledge, been completely establisl~ed.4 The ub-
served d+arture of the experiment~l results from the tlmo-
retical symmetry may be due to differences in aeroelast.icde-
formation betw&n c&responding swept-forward and swcpt-
back wings or to asymmetry in tie e%cts of other secomh;ry
factors such as viscosity and support body interference.

To summarize, we may say that the agreement bc(wcen
experiment ancl linear theory with reg~rd to the lift-curve
slope of three-dimensional wings is satisfmtory for n~osL
practical purposes. In view of the situation previously
observed in the two,dimensional case, however, it cannot be
assumed that agreement in the il~tegratedlift implies com-
plete agreement in the details of the lift di@ribution. ““

Moment-crmeslope.-Further indication that the details of
the flow over the ~~ingstire, as in the two-dimensional caw,
somewhat differe.l~tfrom the predictions of the linear theory
is given by the pitching-mofient {hita. Figure t3shows t,h~
moment-curve slope as a function of tispect.“rntio fur tl~e-
series of unswept wings’ previously discussed. The momwl~
coedicient is here taken ttboutthe centroid of Dlan-form nrea.
with the mean aerod~amic chord as the r~ference leng~h:
The moment-curve sIope is thus an approximate mewsur~of
the displacement of the aerodynamic cerkkr of the wing for-._,
ward o-f the centroid of urea, expressed as-a f rnction of the
mean aerodynamic chord.

It caibe seen frtim figure Othat the linear theory predicts
R progreesively forward d@plneenlent of the aeroclynnmic
center as the aspect ratio is reduced. & in the case of thQ

t Sfnee tie preeent paper waa wrttten, tbe tlmoretlcnl result observed Imra
has been estabUshed with compIete generality with regard to lrIan form b
CItnton E. Brown of The Langley Aeronnutlcnl Laborator$ of the NACA, ; ..-
Bro~ CIInton E. : The Revera!bflity Theorem for Thin Atrfofls in $nbeonlc
and Supereordc FIow. NACA TN 1044, 1049.) According to Brown’s proo~
which b based upon previous work by Max M. Munl& the theoretical Iift.cu
slope of a gtren wing ts, to the first order, fnvarfant with reepoet to a rcwereal
of the direetlon of motion, irrespective of the MnclJ number or ehupe of tlf
plan form.
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Iift-ourre slope,
occurs o-rer the

this variation is due to the h&of lift -which
rear portion of the wing within the Mac-h

cones from the tips. ‘The trend of tha e-qerimentd YahLes
is in agreement -withthe theoretical curve, but the f orw-ard
displacement is uniformly greater than the theory predicts.
The reason for this discrepancy becomes apparent if we
ima=tie the v@w series of figure 6 to be extended to in-
definitely high aspect ratios. In the limit of infinite aspect
ratio, the flow over the wing would be purely two-dimen-
sional, and the theoretical &a.racteristics -would be simply
those of the wing section. For the present isosceles-triangle
section, the wdues of dCm/d~L given by the linear and shock-
expansion theories are as indicated by the two horizontal
lines to the right. mThe theoretical curve for the fite-span
win=% of course, approaches the linear section value as an
asymptote. II only nonviscous effects were important in the
experiments, the measured cnr-ie would be expected to ap-
proach the section value predicted by the shock-expansion
method. The fact that it seems to approach an asymptote
abcwe this latter value is consistent -with the occurrence of
shock-ware, boundary-layer interaction near the supersonic
trailing e~~e rLspreviously observed in the t-wo-dimensional
results (f@ 2). We may thus infer that the discrepancy
between experiment and linear theory o~er the entire range
of aspect ratios is clueto a combination of both higher-order
pressure eilects and fluid tiscosity.

The efFectof svieep on the moinent-c.urm slope is show-nin
f@re 7 for the same series of wings used before. It is ap-
parent that here experiment and theory agree neither
quantitatively nor qualitatively. For the unswept -wing, the
observed discrepancy can be accounted for as e@ained in
connection with fl=m 6. The disagreement in the variation
with a.ngdeof sweep is, homewm: difficuIt to reconcile on the
basis of present kuo-ivledge. In general, the effects of
boundary-layer separation ma-ybe’ex@cted to have LLmajor
i.ntluenceon the moment characteristics of swept -w@,,

“pmticuIarly in those cases in -which the wing ekrnents are
predominrdely subsonic. The pbssibIe importance of the
higher+rcler pressure effects shonld not be o-rerlooke& ho-w-
e~er. It.can be shown from quite general considerations that
the calculation by the linear theory of the aer.odpamic-center
position for any giwm wing is subject to a poesible error of
the-same order of magnitude as the percent thiclmess of the
airfoil section. For this reason: the development of a rea-
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FI~c~E I“—Effect of sweep on moment~ dope.

Fmmn S.—ELEeet of sweep on MnLmum cirag

sonably general, second-order wing theory may prove essen-
tiaI to a complete understanding of the pitching-moment
probkn.

.-,.

D=G .

The calculation of w~~ drag by the linem theory leads to
n parabolic curie of drag ~ersus lift. The value of the
minimum drag cod%cient.clepemik,for a.gi-ren Mach number,
upon the thickness, camber; and phm form of the wing, vihiIe
the Iift coefficient at -whichthe minimum occurs is a function _.
of the camber and plan form. The rise in drag as the Iift
coefficient clepmts from that for minimum drag depen~
according to the linear theory, upon the geometry of the plan
form only.

Minimum drag.-A typical ihtration of the effect of
change in plan form on the minimum drag is giren in &ur6
& which ahovrsthe variation in minimum drag coetlicient for
the pretious series of swept wings. The theoretical curve ‘-
shown is for the pressure chag only-that- is, no attempt has
been made to estimate the skin filction. Because of the
mathematical complications introduced by camber -whenthe
edges of the wing are subsonic, it wcs not practicable here to
extend the theoretical curre beyond 43° in either direction.
Within these limits, the theoietictd ~~ increases tith in- _
crea-s~o sweep. Ext.mien of the curt-e to”higher angles of
sweep wouId be expected to show n marked decrease in the
cah.dated drag, similar to the we~-lmowm results for un-
cambered vrin=mswept behind the Much cone.

The experimental curve of figure S foIlows the generai
trend indicated by theory. As the s-weep increases from
zero in either directio~ the measured drag first rises to a
mi&nmm in the tioinitg of the Mach cone and then de-
creasesmarkedly with further increase in sweep. The large
decrease in drag obtained by svreepi~mthe -wing behind the _
Mach cone has been observed by numerous investigators and
need not be erdarged upon here. What is more interesting in
the present results is the faihre of the experimental values
to rise as rapidly as does the theoretical”curve in the lower
range of sweep angles. For the kings of 0° and &30° sweep,
the displacement of the experimental points above the theo-
retical curve is consistent &th a reasonable aIImvance for
skin friction and mpport-body interference. For the tigs
of &43° sweep, howe~-er,the experimental values are ahnost
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coincident with the theoretical. This result Nlg&k that
the linear theory may be overly pessimistic regarding wing
drag when the blkch number no?mal to the wing elementsk
uear unity. Support for this conjecture is founcl in the ivork
of Hiltml rind PrucIen (reference 10), who report a similar
situation in two-dinlensional tests of an airfoil section at
moderately supersonic speecki, It is likely that in both in-
stances the results are clue to tra.nsoniceflects which are be-
yond the scope of the linear theory.

The symmetry of the curves of figure 8 is also worthy
of note. It has been shown by several authors (see, for ex-
ample? references 1 and 12) that, to the order of accuracy
of the linear theory, the minimum pressure.drag of a wing
of any plan form is unchanged by a reversal of the direction
of motion, provided the wfi~g section is without camber.
For cambered win% the correspondiW drag theorem is
probably less general with regard to. plan form, though,
as in the case of the Iift-ourve slope, the limits of generality
have not been defined. For the present wings, reversibility
is readily proven over the range of sweep angks between
~430 As a result, the theoretical curi% of figure 8 is, like
the corresponding curve for dCJda in figure 5, exactly
symmetrical over this interval. In spite of the theoretical
result, however, the almost perfect symmetry of the experi-
mental curve of figure 8 comes as somewhat of a surprise.
It might be expected that secondary differences between cor-
responding sviept-forwmd and s-ivepf=b~ckwings -yould
cause an asymmetry here akin to that observed in the experi-
mental valuw of lift-curve slope.

The most interesting results with regard to drag, how-
ever, are concerned with the effects of thickness distribution
on the minimum drag of triangular wings. At about the
time the present study was beginning, theoretical results by
Puckett appeared (reference 18) which indicated that the
minimum prwsure drag of an uncambered triangdar -wing
with a subsonic leading edge cou~d & held to a relatively
low value by proper kwation of the position of maximum
thickness. To check these remdts, two triangdar -wings of
aspect, ratio 2 were ir.ududedin the present study. Both
wings had an uncambered double-wedge section-with a thick-
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FWUREO.—Effect of position of maximum thickness on minimum drag of
trkmguhm’ wings.

new ratio of 5 percent. In one case the maximum thickness
was located nt miclclmrd, in the other at a position 20 por-
ceritof the chord aft of the leading edge,

The findings for these wings are summarized in figure
9, which shows the theoretiwd and experimental values of the
minimum drag coefficient plotted as a function of t.ho posi-
tion of maximum thickness. The curve of tlmoretical pres-
sure dragl ?~hich is representative of PucketL’s results, is
divided into two parts by a sharp break in slope, located in
this instance at 42 percent of the chord. For points to the
right of.this break, the ridge line defmecl by the position
of maximum thickness is supersonic, and the flow around
the ridge resemblw the supersonic flow around a convex
corner. Under these conditions, there is little pressuro
recovery over the rear of the wing, and the ctrag is relatively
high. For points to the left of the break, the ridgp line is
subsonic, ancl the local flow is of the cl]aracteristically sub-
sonic type. Under these conditio~ the pressLn’erecovery
over the rear of the_wing is co~ideralie, and the drng is
correspondingly reduced. For the wings under considera-
tion, the net result of moving the maximum thickness fur-
-wardfrom the 50-percent to the 20-percent station is to reduce
the computed pressure-drag coefficient from 0.0092 to 0.0054.
lhfortm~utely, the measured dues of the minimum clrag,
indicated by the two sn]aIl circles, do not follow the tlmo-
retical trend. The apparent effect of the f urwarcl clisplace-
ment is, in ftict, to increase the drag slightly.

When this result -wasfirst noted, the experimental datn
were suspected of being in error. Repeated tesi+ however,
gave identical resuhs. It wns next tlmught tllnt suppmt-
body interference might be to blame. Estimates indicnted,
however, that such interference could hardly ficcount for Lhe
large difference in the increments by which the memurcd
total drag exceeded the computed pressure drag for the two
w- Consideration of the friction drag finally supplied
the key to a possible explanation. To ex~nine this possi-
bility, curves of theoretical totul drag were computed on
the basis of the skin-friction coefficients corresponding to
completely laminar and completely turbulent flow in the
boundary layer. When tlhiswns done, it wns found, ns is
apparent in the figure, that the experimenhd point for the
wing Ti[h maximum thic~less at 50. percent. fell midway
between t~e two resulting curves, while that for the wiug
with maximum thickn= nt 20 percent wrIs slightly rd.wvc
the curve for completely turbulent- flow, This suggested
that the f~ilure of the experimental points to follow the trend
of the themetica] pressure drag’ might be due to R (tifferencc
in the exteut of laminar boundary-Iayer flow on the tvro ‘
wingg.

To check this hypothesis, the liquid film method ~Ieveloped ‘
by Gray of the R.A.E. for the indication of transition at-.
subsonic .speecls (reference 14) -was adapted for use in R
supersonic stream. This method depends upon t.l~ef~~l~@~
the-rate of evaporation of u fihn of liquid on-tie s’ ‘r~:lc~Or -”
a model isj on the avera=m,greater where the bouFAdarYl~Yer
is turbulent thnn where it is lamimw. IrI appl’>lng t~s Prin-
ciple at the Ames Laboratory, the model is r~t ~a~d with
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(a)
—--——

-.

{b)

[a) Maximum thickne~ at 20-Dereent chord.
Lb) Maximum thicknees at 50-percent clmrL

I?IGCICE10.—Results OF Ii@d-fUrn tests on trfnngrdar wings at zero W
Sectton: nnearnkred donbIe wedge, 5-perce+t thick, M= 1.5S.

flat bkwk lacquer and th+ immedititely prior to installation
in the trmnel~with a liquicl mixture containing glycerin. A
run is then made at the cleei.redtest condition for a sticient
time to allow the liquid to evaporate completely in the turbu-
lent!region but remain moist orer most of the hunina.r area.
IJpdii removal from the tunnel, the model is dustec~with
talcum Povrcler,which aclheresto the laminar but not to the
turbulent area, thus increasing the contrast for photographic
purposes and providing a. clear indication of the extent of
the two types of .bounclary-layer flow.

The results of liquid film tests of the tvio triangular wings
at ziro Iift are shown in tlgure 10. For the* with rn&i-
mw ~%icknessat midcho~ the r@ion of tmrbtient flow,
~hich ap~>ea~as the dark re@on on the modeL constitu-
o.d~ about tLI1-fof thesrirface aka aft of the ridge line. For
the TW@ with masiniu& thickness displiiced forward, the
tnrbuIent region Nnpies ahuost au of the conssderably

hmger area vihich is aft of the ridge he on this wing?
These results were repeated many times during the numerous
tests necessary to perfect the Iiquid-fihn technique. Es- ‘“–
amination of cxdculated pressure distributions for t-he two
wings shows in each case excdlent correlation betvieen the
experimentally determined region of turbulent flow and the.
calculated iegion of adverse preismre gradient. Because of
the effects of support-body interferenc~ it is not -possible to
make a deeisi~e comparison between the measured ~alues of -
total drag and theoretical values calculated on the bask of ~
the observed arms of kmninarid turbulent flow. The e-ri-
dence of the liquid-ti tests, ho-werer, leaves Iittle doubt as
to the primary reason -why forward displacement of the
masimum t.hicknes faik to produce the reduction in mini-
mum drag predicted by the inviscid~ linear theory. -—

The foregoing result has imporhmt implications with r~
gard to the de=greeof drag reduction. possible at supersonic
speeds through th~ use of sweepback. The relatively high .
pressure drag of an unyxept v@ at-spee@ abo-rethe speed
of sound is a direct result of anabsence of pressure reccmery
over the rear of the wing. ‘I’he high pressure drag is thus ,
associated -with a chordwise pressure gradient -which is, for
the most part, fiwrorable to the boundary-layer flow. The
reduction of pressure ~~ by means of s-weepbackdepends,
on the other hand, upon the presence of cmappiwictble pres-
sure rec.emery,or in other vrords, upon the existence of a
region of adveme gradient. If the region of such gradient. .—
occupies the major portion of the -wingl then: as was men in ___
the case of t-hetriangukr wing with thichwss forward, the “”
detriment effects upon the skin friction may more than
oflset the gains in pressure drag. This sugg=ts that it may”

be desirabIehere, as in the cma of the subsonic: Iovi-drag.air-
foil, to look for wing shapes -which hare their pressure re-
core~ cordined to a ralcth+ely small part of the viing area.
Wings of this type may, in fact, prore more pmctical at
supersonic than at subsonic speeds: since there is indication
(reference 15) that the boundary-Iayer. phenomena at the
higher speeclsmaybe more conduci~e to Ioggruns of laminaf
flovi.

Drag rise and lift drag ratio.-The final question to be dis-
cussed is that of the variation in drag with change in lift.
As previously mentione~ the theoretical curve of drag versus
lift is, for any g.ken wing, parabolic in shape-. The rise h
drag as the Iift coefficient.departs from that for minimum
&ag depends, for a @Ten Mach number, on the wing plan
form only and is independent of the camber ad thiclmess.
The shape of the theoretical parabola for ‘a given ~g iS

thus identical -withthat for a fiatliftinggsurface of the same
plan form as the vrhg in questiom

b the case of a plan form with a supersonic lead@ edge,
the determination of the rise of the theoretical pambola is

relatively simple. h this case, -whichis exemplified by plan
forms A and B of figure 1, the Iocal pressure on the fit lifting .
surface is everywhere finite. The -w.-iation in drag with ._
change in lift can thus be founcl by simple integration of

~TMwhitestieah f@eding back MO the otherwise dsrk turbnlent ar~
me S~a=S of eSeeSS liquid bIown back from the Wnlmu re@on. ~~ __ .
strea?neq m,sy at Umes be need as a WuabIe Sndteation of the direction of
flow wfttdn the boundus IaFer, DarticuIar4 on hCgh& inept wing%.
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the pressures actingon the top and bottom of the surface.
For all of the wings of the ]jresent study having a supersonic
leading edge, the shape of the drag curve given by the theo-
retical calculation shows good agreement with experiment.

In the case of a wing with a subsg~ic ~eading edge, .t~e
theoreticrd problem is more complex. In this case, exempli-
fied by phin form ~ of figure 1, there’is a singularity-that
is, an infinite value-in the theoretical lift intensity at the
k.ading edge of the equivalent flat surface. The effect of
this singularity is to produce a finite suction force on the
leading edge in the direction opposite to the free stream.
This force-sometimes referred to simply as ‘%ading-edge
suction”- reducea the rise of the t.hectreticaldrag parabola
below what it would be if only the pressures on the top and
bottom of the wing were considered. Actually, of course,
the details of the flow about the leading edge must, in any
real case, be considerably clifferent from the representations
of the linear theory, since fin infinite lift intensity is obvi-
ously impossible. It does not follow, however, that the theo-
retical folward force at the leading edge -willnot exist. ‘l%e
situation here is much the same as that encountered at the
leading edge of an airfoil section in two-dimensional, incom-
pressible flow, In this latter case, it is known, both from
experiment and from the indications of more refined calcu-
lation% that the elementary theory gives an accurate predic-
tion of the leading-edge suction within certain limits of
angle-of-attack and leading-edge radius. The range of ap-
plicability of the linear theory as applied to swept wings at
supersonic speeds must similarly be established by careful
theoretical and experimenttil investigation.

‘ The remdte of. the present study are not, in general, con-
clusive with regard to the conditions necessary for the at-
tainment of the theoretical force at the subsonic edge. The
data for the triangular wings, however, do offer some pos-
sibily significant findings. These are. illustrated in figl]re
11, which shows the effects of change in wing section upon
the drag due to lift for the triangular wings pre~iously
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discussed. The two theoreticttl curves show the calculntwl
drag ri~ with the leading-edge suction both included
and oniitted. For the wing with maximum thickness at
midchord, the experimental curve is slightly above the theo-
retical curve with leading-edge suction omitted. This is m
might be apect,ed for a sharp-edged wing,. the sli.ght in-
crease above the upper theoretical curve b@g due possibly
to an increase in friction drag with increasing lift or to
support-body interfe~ace. hfoving the maximum thick-
ness for-ward on the wing to the 90-percent-cl~ord pmition
resulted in a slight reduction in drng despite the retention
of a sharp leading edge. This gain may be due either to
the attainment-of leading-edge suction as a result of tl~.e
larger leading-edge wedge angle on this wing or to a change
in the variation of friction drag with lift. In an attempt
to bring the drag rise of tie second wing down to the values
indicrded by the complete theory, the edge of this wing was
rounded to a radius of 0.25 percent of the chord, whicl}- is ‘:
of the same order of magnitude as the radius of an NACA
low-drag section of comparable thicknassratio. This round-
ing of the leading edge afforded some benefit, tl!e re@ting ‘
experimental values being approximately midway between -.
the two theoretical curves. Additional rounding-to a 0.50:
percent rydius over the entire span and then to n still greater
value over the outer httlf-had no further eflect.

The influence of the,foregoing changes on {he experinwi=ttal .
curves of lift-drag ratio “k shown in figure 12,- The wing
with maximum thickness at midchord has ~ value o!
(z/D) _ of about 6.3. When the maximum tl~i~kl~~ .is

imoved forward to the 20-percent-chord station, tl-~e{ e~re~
in ibag -fise apparent in figure 11 more than c ~t~eigl~s t~le
slight increaw in minimum drag observed in figure ~: ~ ~
result, the maximum lift-drag ratio incream slig?~tly.
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Rounding the leading edge of the second wing, while reduc-
ing the drag rise as preciously noted, does not alter the
minimum drag. As a consequence, the maximum lift-drag
ratio is increased to approximately 6.8. These resrdts eug-
gest that the aerodynamic gains predicted on the basis of
the theoretical led.ing-edge suction can be at least partially
reaIized in practice. The determination of the optimum
pro~e shape for this purpose may, however, involve con-
siderabh detaikd research.

It is interesting for contrast with the foregoing results to
point out the detrimental efiects at the test Mach number of
rounding the leading edge on an unswept *. Ii tests
of an unswept.,untapered wing of aspect ratio 4, rounding
the leading edge to a radius of 0.25 percent of the chord
resulted in a 27-percent. increase in minimum drag and a
consequent reduction in maximum I.ift-&ag ratio from 6 to
abtiiut5.5. The rise in the drag curve was un&cted by the
modiflcatiom

CONCLUDINGRE3LHUIS

The foregoing results represent only a small contribution
ta the body of experimental and theoretical knovikc@ now
being accumulated concernkg the characteristics of m-ingsat
supersonic speeds. As is the case with most measurementsof
over-aU forces, the data of the present study raise more quest-
ions than they answer. Detailed and patient in-rest-igations
of pressure distribution and boundary-layer flow are required
ta develop a rational explanation for many of the observed
phenomena. Se-reral major problems have not been dis-
cussed here at dl, including the important question of the
adequacy of the Kutta condition to describe the real flovi
at a highly s-wept,subsonic trailing edge. There is sufficient
to be done, indeed, to keep many investigators occupied for
~ems to come.
&lXS &ROXAUITCM h30RATORY,

&TIOXAL ibT30RT ~~ FOR bOA-AUTKIS,

&rOd FIELD, C.IL~., 1~~~ 8, l~~o.
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